
We have reached a milestone in shooting simulation 
systems. Digital shooting has never felt more realistic. 
The groundbreaking technology of the GAIM Virtual 
Reality Simulator gives professionals  the possibility  
to practice shooting and strategy in an authentic, 
immersive and flexible way. 

Get ready to simulate in stunningly realistic 
environments developed with professionals to 
ensure relevant training scenarios. The hit zones 
replicate those that are used in real situations and 
the shooting techniques are in accordance with 
what is recommended by professional shooting 
instructors. The use of Aimpoint®

 sights gives you 
the opportunity to experience the concept of 
shooting with both eyes open.

The GAIM Virtual Reality Simulators are tailor made 
complete kits, including hardware and software. 
They are truly compact, transportable and easy to 
setup, either in small spaces or up to 10x10m, 
allowing up to three participants to wirelessly and 
simultaneously cooperate. GAIM delivers an 
exceptionally unique and cost effective solution, 
yet maintaining top notch quality. 

Contact order@gaimitg.com
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Hardware  
We’ve tested systems and worked with industry-leading manufacturers to bring you a GAIM computer ready 
for the most impressive virtual reality experience right out of the box. From graphics cards and processors 
to memory and storage space – these computers deliver a superior VR experience thanks to superior 
components. The computer is installed with state of the art GAIM VR system and Steam VR. TeamViewer 
is installed to allow remote maintenance if necessary. 

VIVE PRO VR SYSTEM
VIVE Pro delivers the highest realism, clearest audio and most immersive VR 
experience. VIVE Pro was ergonomically engineered to provide maximum 
comfort and flexibility.   Hi-Res headphones and 3D spatial integration with 
a built-in amplifier offers true-to-life audio with increased volume and 
resonance. Plus, environmental noise cancellation delivers an immersive 
experience without distractions from real-world noise. 

Integrated virtual reality rifle AR-15
GAIM has custom tailored the new AR-15 VR rifle to be used in the scenarios but
can also offer other weapon systems. 

Software
The system is delivered with pre-installed tactical scenarios. These simulations include a Middle East City 
with insurgents, a urban/city center police scenario, an attack in a subway platform, and a domestic room 
clearing/hostage scenario. Additional scenarios are available and GAIM can customize scenarios to 
fit your training needs. With GAIM OS, new scenarios can be purchased and added instantly ensuring the 
system is always bringing relevant training.

Features include: 

• AI functionality allowing fully randomised behaviour by opponents
• Fully randomised environment set-up to make sure the exact same scenario
   isn’t trained twice
• Multiuser scenarios
• Instructor mode where the instructor can control the events in the scenarios
• Voice commands allowing the user to interact with opponents in the environment
• De brief section allowing the instructor and trainee to review and reflect after 
   each training session
• Statistics allowing the trainee to track progress and improve where needed
• Anatomically accurate hit analysis including pre and after shot review of 
   barrel movement

For more information contact order@gaimitg.com or go to www.gaimitg.com  


